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Foreword

I was twenty-seven and single when I suddenly became aware 
that God might be calling me to a life of singleness for Him.

I wondered, What would that mean to me? What would I be miss-
ing? What would others think? Would I be looked on as a reject, or as an 
opportunity for the church would-be matchmaker? What about tempta-
tion? My sexuality? What purpose could my singleness possibly fulfill? 
Does God really call some to a life of singleness, or is it due to a flaw? Am 
I a leftover or “second best”?

These and many other questions demanded an answer! And as 
I wrestled with these quandaries and struggled to come to a place 
of resolve in those younger days, I longed for someone to speak to 
the subject.

Today, someone has—Mike Cavanaugh! In this book, Mike 
cuts to the heart of the issue and presents scriptural answers—real-
life answers that come from a wealth of experience in counseling, 
ministering with, and leading singles.

While reading this manuscript, I began to walk through my 
own history as a single starting a missionary organization. As I 
came to rest in God’s will, He led me to meet and marry Darlene, a 
nurse who, by choice, had a career and fulfillment as a single.

As I read, I also pondered some of those I have met who have 
influenced my life and were called to singleness: Corrie ten Boom, 
Bill Gothard, Basilea Schlink, Mother Teresa, and others. How did 
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I perceive them? Not as less than normal! And certainly not as left-
overs. They were people of destiny!

You, too, are a person of incredible potential and destiny. 
Although this book relates to your singleness, you will discover 
singleness is neither the problem nor even the true issue! Destiny—
God’s and yours—fulfillment—God’s and yours—is the issue. That’s 
what this book and your life are all about.

—Loren Cunningham
Founder, Youth With a Mission International
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InTroduCTIon: 
a sprIngboard InTo servICe

SINCE THE ORIGINAL PUBLICATION OF THIS BOOk, THOU-
sands upon thousands of singles have been transformed by its 

message and hundreds of churches have used it as a textbook for 
Sunday school classes and singles discussion groups.

This new edition of the book is more conducive than ever 
to personal and small-group studies. Each chapter ends with a 
“Transitional Thought” before the Study Guide that personally 
illustrates or further enhances the subject matter dealt with in 
that chapter. It is hoped that these stories will increase the reader’s 
understanding of the issues dealt with in a particular chapter and 
even provoke further discussion of those issues.

The “Study Guide” section at the end of each chapter is a tool 
to help individuals and groups retain the principles of this life-
changing primer on living as Christian singles in today’s world, 
add to their understanding of God’s purpose for them as single 
adults, and help them apply the truths that will set them free to 
serve God with their whole hearts.

Filled with questions that prompt examination of the singles 
scene today and an individual’s heart toward God, as well as activi-
ties that invite you to delve deeper into God’s Word and step practi-
cally into service, this study guide is a tool that activates the mighty 
to perform exploits for God in their generation. Read it. Use it. And 
be used by God today!
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How to Use the Study Guide

The study guide was designed to reinforce teachings covered 
in the book, as well as to help the reader apply them to his or her 
own life. There are two main categories in each study guide:

1. Questions for Knowing and Growing. This section is 
designed to reinforce the teachings found in the book. When ques-
tions require a specific answer included in the book, write out the 
answer as expressed in the book. If the answer is too long, you may 
write the answer in an abridged form, using your own words. Page 
numbers are provided to the left of the questions to help you locate 
the relevant material from the preceding chapter.

Questions marked with a small arrow (►) are “think” ques-
tions, designed to “pull out” your own thoughts on an issue dis-
cussed in the book. Our purpose in offering these questions is to 
help you relate what you’ve read in the book to your own life and 
apply it. Discussion group leaders may wish to center their pro-
grams around these questions for lively participation by all.

2. Doing the Word. This section suggests some ideas that, by 
application, will reinforce, augment, and put into practice the teach-
ings contained in the book. Some are for individual use; others are 
more applicable with groups. The hope is that the individual will 
choose to become involved in both types of projects; the activities 
involving groups will not only help them grow individually but 
also in their roles as a members of the corporate body of Christ.

Before You Begin

Before you begin this book, we ask that you take a moment 
to write out what you believe to be God’s will for you as a single 
person. We will ask you to do this again at the end of the book in 
the hope that the comparison between the two will help to rein-
force what you’ve learned about the power and purpose of single-
ness and help you to start walking in that calling today.
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Introduction

God’s will for me as a single adult:
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You are noT halF a CooKIe

HAVE YOU EVER HAD THE FEELING THAT YOU WERE
less than a person? Somehow, as Jane married Joe, Denise 

married Mark, and Pam married Jim, you began to feel like a left-
over in life or the last person picked for a baseball team.

You remember how it was in school. Two kids stood in front 
of a group of their peers and, one by one, picked people for their 
team. Slowly the crowd began to get smaller and smaller, until “the 
crowd” became a group, and “the group” became a few.

You watched nervously as the group dwindled. Inside, you 
shouted, “Pick me! Oh, pick me! Oh, please pick me.” You didn’t want 
to be the last person picked—the one the other guy took because he 
had to.

Finally, the dreaded moment came. There you stood with 
another unathletic-looking person. Neither of you was a prime 
pick. But if you could be the last person chosen—there was a fi fty-
fi fty chance now, the best odds yet—then at least you would retain 
a little self-respect.

The last choice was made. It wasn’t you. The other person 
heaved a big sigh of relief while you lowered your shoulders, 
bowed your head, and slunk over to the team that had to take you. 
You didn’t even want to look at them. You could just imagine how 
everyone was taking this. It was like getting Charlie Brown. You 
were the death blow to the team—a leftover.

1
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Many singles feel that way about their singleness. They feel 
rejected, hurt, and inferior. There’s got to be something wrong with me, 
they think. Look at Jane. Look at Terri. Look at Tom. They all have some-
body. What’s wrong with me? I’m still single.

Sometimes, family and friends reinforce these negative feel-
ings. They try to pair singles off or infer they’re somehow less than 
other adults simply because they aren’t married. “When are you 
going to settle down?” parents moan, as though the only balanced, 
rooted lifestyle could be found in marriage.

Many churches and para-church ministries take a similar 
position. They embrace the widely held opinion that ultimate ful-
fillment comes through marriage and end up selling singles short 
in the process.

When I began thinking about ministering to single adults, I did 
a lot of research on what was done for them already. What I found 
disturbed me. Many churches and ministries missed the mark in 
coping with what they called the “single adult problem.”

Almost consistently, they saw themselves either as social direc-
tors or psychiatrists. They concentrated all their efforts on provid-
ing recreational activities for the “unmated” or offering teachings 
and discussion groups centered on helping “poor, maladjusted, 
lonely” single people with their problems. Singleness was treated 
as a deadly disease, curable only by matrimony.

I once received a call from an elder of a local church, and the 
conversation revealed that he felt this way. “Look,” he told me, “I 
have a woman in my church—a former missionary—and, well, I 
know you meet a lot of singles in your ministry. Maybe you’ve met 
someone she might get along with.” He was doing what he thought 
was right. I understood that. But I also knew that, by his actions, 
he was telling her she wasn’t a full person just because she wasn’t 
married.
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“All you’re feeding her with that kind of thinking,” I told him, 
“is the same kind of feeling she already has about herself: that she’s 
a useless nobody unless somebody comes along and carries her 
off.”

I’ve heard this kind of thinking referred to as “knight in 
Shining Armor Syndrome.” It says a person is not complete until 
someone on horseback comes riding over the mountain, sweeps her 
off her feet, and carries her off to the Land of Wholeness.

Many singles have “knight in Shining Armor Syndrome.” They 
walk around feeling as though they are only half a person—almost 
visualizing themselves with half a body or half a brain—until they 
find the other half that will make them complete.

They feel like half an Oreo cookie—the one without the 
cream—in search of their other half. Without the other half, they 
believe they’re, at best, a crumbly chocolate wafer of no distinc-
tion—definitely not a complete Oreo, in any case.

This feeling of inadequacy feeds yet a second assumption—
that all their problems stem from singleness. If I’m lonely, it’s because 
I’m single. If I lack purpose or direction, it’s because I’m single. If I’m emo-
tionally unstable, it’s because I’m single. If I’m sexually 
frustrated and unfulfilled, it’s because I’m single.

Faced with these feelings—and the 
negative counsel of family, friends, and 
church alike—all singles want to do is 
escape. So they fall into a hard, driving 
search to find Mister or Miss Right. They 
bend, twist, manipulate, and run to this 
function or that rally, all in an effort to 
bring their “curse” of singleness to an end.

But, after a while, the search becomes a 
snare. Single adults who get caught in the “gotta get a guy/gotta get 

Don’t live 
your life in a 

“holding pattern,” 
afraid to make any 

move until your 
lifetime partner 

comes along!
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a girl” syndrome wake up one morning to find themselves living 
in limbo. They’re afraid to make a move for fear that it might keep 
them from meeting that mythical someone.

Consequently, they make no permanent plans, set no long-term 
goals, and hesitate to make any life-changing decisions because 
they’re still waiting for the “right person” to come along.

I knew a single guy, a very prosperous man, who was caught 
in that kind of trap. He had a good job, made excellent money, and 
lived in a beautiful, modern apartment complex.

One day, I went to visit him at his home and was amazed by 
what I saw. This affluent and successful man’s place was still fur-
nished with old, hand-me-down furniture—Salvation Army, Early 
Crate. I asked him why he hadn’t bought new things. Money wasn’t 
a problem. “I thought about doing that once,” he said, “but, well, 
what if the future Miss Right doesn’t like the furniture I buy?”

This man was living his life in a holding pattern, afraid to 
make any move until his lifetime partner came along. 

When she did, he thought, she would give him a 
vision for his life. She would fit him into the 

mold designed for him. She would set him 
on the “right track.” Then, he could get on 
with living.

But by living like this, he was actu-
ally holding himself back from experienc-

ing the joy and fulfillment he so earnestly 
sought. By rejecting his singleness and long-

ing for the supposedly greener grass of married 
life, he was missing out on the great things God 

wanted to do with him—and through him—in this hour. Thus, he 
felt empty, lonely, and purposeless.

Many single people struggle with the same issues and the 
same feelings. They, too, live in a kind of twilight zone, waiting for 

To God, 
your singleness 

is a rare opportunity 
to grow in your 

relationship with 
Him and serve 
Him without 
distraction.
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Mister or Miss Right to rescue them from their plight. They, too, 
look to marriage as some kind of fairyland where all their dreams 
will come true. They, too, believe their singleness is some kind of 
curse on their lives, signifying their own lack of worth and ability 
to contribute in any substantial way to those around them. And, 
like the man I just told you about, they, too, are robbed daily of the 
very things they seek—fulfillment, happiness, and joy.

God doesn’t see your singleness as a curse. Neither does He 
see you as a worthless nobody, ready for the junk pile. To Him, you 
are a person of promise, ability, talent, and skill who, formed and 
empowered by Him, can accomplish great things for His kingdom. 
To Him, your season of singleness provides a rare opportunity for 
you to grow in relationship with Him and serve Him 100 percent, 
without distraction. It is a time for knowing and serving Him in a 
way that is uniquely possible for singles.

I believe God would like you to know six things about your 
singleness—six biblical understandings of this special season of 
your life—that will enable you to embrace this new fellowship with 
your Lord and help you to be all you can be for Him—right now. 
The next six chapters in this book will examine each of those things 
in turn. Come with me. Let’s explore.

Transitional Thought

PF Flyers and the “Half Person Syndrome”

When I was a young boy, there were some sneakers on the 
market that were the most amazing set of athletic footwear ever 
created—or so the makers said. They were called PF Flyers.

PF Flyers were better than any other sneakers around: better 
than their contemporaries because they had an “action wedge” that 
the manufacturers claimed could make you “run faster and jump 
higher.”
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The commercial for these sneakers was absolutely incredible. 
It showed a kid running down the street like lightning, leaping 
over tall fences in a single bound. The kid with the PF Flyers was 
Superkid, and, from my nonathletic stance as a long, lanky six-year-
old, those shoes looked like the gateway to the Promised Land. If I 
had PF Flyers, I told myself, I wouldn’t be a wimp anymore. I’d be able to 
do all the things I wanted to do and do them better than anyone else on my 
block or, better yet, the whole school district.

How I longed for those PF Flyers! I knew if I could just sink 
my feet into them, all the dreams and plans for my life would come 
true. Then I’d really be complete and able to get on with the busi-
ness of living!

My heart was so set on having those shoes that pleaded with 
my mother practically every day to get me a pair. “Please, Mom. 
Please! Get me a pair of PF Flyers.”

“Sneakers are sneakers,” my mother would reply, and, time 
after time, she’d come home from the department store with ordi-
nary, run-of-the-mill sneakers in her hand. They were “nice,” but 
they were never PF Flyers. PF Flyers had that special action wedge.

I remember how I used to feel as I slipped my feet into those 
ordinary, new sneakers. It was real torment for me. I put them on 
and laced them up, but somehow there was something missing. No 
matter how nice they looked or what kind of gizmo the manufactur-
ers included in the box (like a Green Hornet secret decoder ring), I 
was never happy. They weren’t PF Flyers, so they weren’t anything.

Finally—Real PF Flyers!

Then, one day, my mom finally did it. She brought home a pair 
of the mighty action wedge sneakers. I could almost feel the power 
in the box as I held it in my hands for the first time. I could almost 
hear the low hum of energy waiting to be unleashed. Carefully, I 
opened the box, pulled out the shoes, gingerly put them on my feet, 
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and began walking softly around the house. I didn’t want to acci-
dentally kick that action wedge into gear and suddenly find myself 
zooming uncontrollably up my bedroom wall.

Slowly, deliberately, I walked out to the sidewalk in front of 
my house. I looked both ways up and down the block, making sure 
there were no other kids around to trample or cars to crash into. 
I sure didn’t know how long it would take to stop once I took off. 
Then, I cleared away boxes, trash cans, bicycles, and anything I 
thought might be in my way. Finally, I was ready for takeoff.

I wasn’t sure how the action wedge really worked, but I figured 
it must have something to do with running. I thought that if you ran 
as hard as you possibly could, somewhere along the line, when you 
were at the complete edge of your own abilities, the action wedge 
would kick in and off you’d go, leaping over walls and careening 
around street corners to the amazement of everyone on your block. 
So, I poised myself like a racer at the corner, looked once more for 
safety, and began to run. Faster and faster I travelled, puffing and 
pushing my legs as hard and as quickly as they could go. I must’ve 
gone a clear city block before I petered out.

What happened? I wondered, confused, as I walked back to the 
other end of the block. I must’ve done something wrong. There must be 
some other way to get these things to work. Maybe you need to run as fast 
as you can and then jump at the end. So, I set myself up at the end of 
the block, poised myself again, and began running once more. At 
the end of the block, I took a huge jump. Nothing happened.

After trying a few more times, I gave up. You never saw a more 
depressed little kid than I was on that day. Mom had been right. 
Sneakers were, after all, just sneakers.

Taken Captive by a Vain Philosophy

Boy, those commercials sure sold me a bill of goods. I bought 
every last bit of what they were saying. I believed a vain philosophy. 
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The apostle Paul had something to say in warning about ideas such 
as those that commercial promoted. In Colossians 2:8–10, he wrote:

See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy and 
empty deception, according to the tradition of men, according 
to the elementary principles of the world, rather than accord-
ing to Christ. For in Him all the fullness of Deity dwells in 
bodily form, and in Him you have been made complete.  
 (emphasis added)

The philosophy being sold to singles today, not only by the 
world but by family and church, as well, is that you’re nobody until 
somebody loves you. Many singles have bought this idea, and, as a 
result, they place all their hopes and dreams in tomorrow, unable 
to participate in and fully enjoy today. In the same way that I found 
no joy in my new, ordinary sneakers, these singles find no pur-
pose or meaning in the situations and people they come in contact 
with every day. Because of this, life becomes stale and unfulfill-
ing, a string of listless hours of pointless existence. Time spent at 
work becomes a treadmill of duty. Relationships with friends lack 
a certain depth and care because real involvement is reserved for 
a fantasy relationship down the road. Church activity grinds to a 
halt or consists only of service in which he or she might meet “him” 
or “her.”

Certainly, this is not the way God intends your singleness to be 
spent. He wants it to be a time full of active service during which 
you might give yourself totally to Him, committed 100 percent to 
knowing Him and responding to His call.

How can you begin to do that? By realizing that you’re not a 
nobody because you’re not married. You’re not half a person, wait-
ing for your “better half” to come along. “On the contrary!” says 
Paul. In Christ, “you have been made complete” (Colossians 2:10).

Today, right now, you have the ability to serve God. He has given 
you talents and skills that He has designed from the foundation of 
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the world to be used for the furtherance of His kingdom and for 
spreading the gospel here on earth. Don’t be ensnared by the phi-
losophy of the world. Begin living for God today!
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Questions for Knowing and Growing

1. How do many singles feel about their singleness?

► 2. Do these feelings correspond to your own stance? How are 
they similar? How are they different? What circumstances, input, 
or people have contributed to your current view?

3. Who often reinforces negative concepts about singleness?

► 4. List some specifi c elements of society that might contribute to 
this negative attitude. What message do they give to singles? How 
is this message perpetuated among singles around you?

1sTudY                       guIde1sTudY                       guIdesTudY                       guIde

 16

 16
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5. Where do many churches and para-church ministries seem to 
think that ultimate fulfillment comes from?

6. How do they, as a result, view singleness and approach their 
ministry to single adults?

► 7. What are some problems you can see in such an approach? 
How do you think such viewpoints can be altered?

8. What is “knight in Shining Armor Syndrome”?

9. How does it affect those singles who succumb to it?

► 10. Have you ever experienced this syndrome? Are you 
experiencing it now? What kind of effect did it (or does it) have 
on your life as a single? List some ways you might help yourself 
or someone else break out of such life-stinting, unproductive 
thinking.

 16

 16

       17

       17
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11. On page 18, we met a single man who lives with old hand-me-
down furniture because he’s afraid to purchase new ones more 
to his liking for fear “she” won’t like them. What happens to him 
because of this attitude?

► 12. Do you see any of these things happening to you? How have 
they come about? List some steps you might take to change them.

13. Mike says many singles feel like this man and gives some 
common manifestations that reveal it. List them.

14. How, in contrast, does God view you as a single person?

► 15. How does God’s view compare with the way you see 
yourself? What kind of things might you change in order to align 
yourself more closely with God’s purpose for your singleness?

 18

       19

       19
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Doing the Word

1. Do some fresh research on the single adult phenomenon. Get 
acquainted with what’s being done today to minister to single 
adults.

• How does this line up with what you’ve learned in this 
chapter?

• In what ways does what’s being offered either help or 
hinder singles from laying hold of God’s purpose for their 
singleness?

• How does this help you discern some things that you 
individually, as a single person, need to have to grow in your 
purpose in God? How might what you’ve learned help you 
expand and make more relevant the ministry to singles in 
your own church or community?

• How might you reach out to unchurched singles in your 
area and meet their needs through the gospel?

2. Develop a personal plan for getting the most out of your 
singleness, based on what you’ve learned about its purpose from 
this chapter. Include ways you might spend more time with God, 
develop and use current talents and abilities, and enhance your 
understanding of your singleness. Make note of any conferences, 
workshops, classes, or ministry opportunities that would help you 
grow, and plan to attend them.
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3. List again the primary characteristics of a person suffering from 
“knight in Shining Armor Syndrome.” Organize a biblically based 
process through which this person might gain freedom from such 
fear-induced behavior and discover his or her potential for service 
in Christ.


